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Executive Summary
5G-ERA Middleware is designed to standardise and simplify the process of autonomous
robots accessing 5G infrastructure. As the project implementation of the intent-based
networking and cloud native design, it is a key milestone for 5G-ERA promoting the vertical
services and delivering 5G Enhanced Robot use cases on PPDR, healthcare, semiautonomous transport, and manufacturing. This document presents the interim results of Work
Package 4 in terms of design and evaluation of 5G-ERA Middleware. The main content of
the document refers to the description of the Middleware development conducted during
the period up to M18 of the project. The final version of the Middleware will be completed
by M41 of the project.
By decoupling the vertical NetApps from the network testbeds, the Middleware offloads
vertical level life cycle management and vertical level fault management from OSM to
simplify the NetApp development. By using the virtualisation of the network capabilities
through standard Kubernetes Orchestration, 5G-ERA avoids the cumbersome service
creation under a cloud/edge/robot environment. This is essential to the scalability and
reusability of the 5G-ERA. The demonstration focuses on three key elements of the
Middleware development:
1) Middleware cloud naive design
Table 1:Middleware cloud native design

Cloud Native
Design
Features

Solutions

Tests / Demonstration

Result

Stateless of the
Containerisatio
n / Automation

Scalability of
the
Middleware
microservice

The
Middleware
services have been
scaled to simulate the
deployment
on
multiple Edges

The Middleware microservices
have been scaled to multiple
replicas and showcased the
correct behaviour while
deploying the standalone
NetApp.

Stateful of the
Containerisatio
n / Automation

Transparency
of the
Middleware
microservice

Synchronisation and
replication

All tests are
successfully.

completed

Security

Identify
management

Token for accessing
the Middleware

All tests are
successfully.

completed

Redis cluster Redis
replication

Gateway
2) Middleware integration
Table 2:Middleware integration

Middleware
integration
principles

Solutions

Tests / Demonstration
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Orchestration
of the NetApps

Vertical
orchestration

End-to-end demo

The standalone NetApp has
been successfully deployed
with the simulated requests
from the robot, using the
Action Client and the Action
Server.

Loading
semantic
relationship
into
Middleware

Standard API
for
creating
planning
Graphic

Transfer Json input into
planning graph

Successfully tested.

Life
cycle
management

ROS
server
status

End-to-end demo

During the work of the robot,
the Action Server receives the
requests to start the NetApps.
The NetApps is deployed
when the robot finishes its
work,
the
NetApp
is
automatically terminated if
no other robots use it.

Fault
management

Heartbeat

Heartbeat example

When
the
standalone
NetApp is deployed, it sends
the
Heartbeat
to
the
Middleware regularly.

action
and

3) Middleware verification
Table 3:Middleware verification

Middleware
verification

Solutions

Tests / Demonstration

Result

Reduce the
complexity of
the service
creation
through
simplified
onboarding
process

Simplified
onboarding
process
achieved via

1) The Middleware
deploys itself
automatically with the
first service and
deploys the NetApps
on demand.

Simplified the onboarding
process compared to the
OSM. Fewer API calls are
needed which results in the
faster provision of the
resources.

1) automatic
Middleware
deployment
2) introducing
the vertical
level of the
life cycle/fault
management
.
5G-ERA will
reduce the
complexity of

2) The demonstration
of the vertical level
lifecycle management
and vertical level fault
management.
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the onboarding
process, and
simplify the
NSD, VNFD in
the OSM.
Portability and
scalability of
the
Middleware

Middleware is
created as a
set of stateless
microservices
supported by
Redis
Backend

Middleware has been
scaled to simulate the
Middleware working in
multiple locations.

The Middleware has been
successfully scaled to allow
the increased usage of the
system. Also, the portability is
shown as the Middleware
can be easily deployed in
multiple various locations.

Transparency
and the
repeatability of
the 5G-ERA
approach
towards
multiple
NetApps with
significantly
different
demands

Virtualizing
the testbeds
and network
resources
using cloud
native design.

As an interim report,
two distinguished
NetApps are deployed
by the 5G-ERA
Middleware.

The flexibility of building
NetApps is kept. The
Middleware can deploy both
standalone and the
distributed variants of the
NetApp.

As shown in
figure 1.1, the
Resource
layer network
on
Kubernetes
decouples
the vertical
NetAPPs from
the network
testbeds. Iit
enhances the
transparency
and the
repeatability
of the 5G-ERA
approach in
different
configurations
.

Presented in the D4.3,
two approaches are
introduced to deploy
the NetApps
(standalone and
distributed variants).

More NetApps experiments
for PPDR, Healthcare,
Delivery and Manufacturing
will be provided in the final
version of the Middleware
report.

Overall, the 5G-ERA Middleware has been shaped up and initially validated under a
simulated environment. The current version of the Middleware can be found in the
Middleware repository. It will be further developed and tested in the second period of the
work package 4 to fulfil the project objectives.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overall concept and purpose of the
document
5G-ERA is designed to realise the intent-based networking, the cloud-native NetApp design,
and the standardised API for 5G enhanced autonomous robots. This document is the interim
Middleware report dedicated to demonstrating the work performed in WP4 on 5G-ERA
Middleware development. The document serves as a reference point for the current status
of the 5G enhanced robot services deployment and a comprehensive reference to the
functional and architectural components of 5G-ERA Middleware to be utilised by NetApp's
developers towards 5G-enhanced autonomous robots.
Together with the deliverable D4.3 (on 5G-ERA reference NetApp development), the works
of WP4 are linked to the activities of the testbed in WP5, and use case demonstration in WP6,
7 and 8. The relationships are summarised in the table below:
Table 4:Relationships with further deliverables

ID

Title

D5.1

5G-ERA open testing The testing framework will be optimised for 31 Dec 2022
framework
the 5G-ERA Middleware which ensures their
integration
and real-world impact on autonomous robots.
testing
Furthermore, the cloud-native design and
the ML tools of intent-based networking will
be fine-tuned with the 5G-ERA testbeds.

D6.2

PPDR & healthcare Demonstrate the simplified onboarding, 31 May 2024
NetApp verification accelerated NetApp development and
report
improved quality of experience for PPDR,
Healthcare, Transport and Manufacturing
Transport
NetApp
verticals.
verification report
Demonstration of the impact of 5G on the
Manufacturing
enhanced robot autonomy.
NetApp verification
report

D7.2
D8.2

Relevance

Delivery Date

Furthermore, the development of the WP4 is based on the completed works in WP1, 2 and 3.
The relationships are summarised below:
Table 5:Relationship of WP4 with WP1, 2 & 3

ID

Title

Relevance

D1.1

Use case scenarios
definition
and
evaluation
specification

D1.1 is the basis of Middleware design and 28th Feb 2021
verification. It defines use case scenarios for
autonomous robots that require resource
offloading. The D4.1 realises the use case in
a simulated environment and is to be further
adapted and verified in D6.2, 7.2 and 8.2.
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D1.2

D2.1

5G-ERA
architecture,
protocols,
performance
indicators

D1.2 is the basis of Middleware external 31
protocol and testing KPI
2021

March

and

ML toolboxes and
semantic models for
intent-based
networking

D2.1 specifies the conceptual design of the 31 Dec 2021
5G-ERA intent-based networking, it is
realised in the D4.1 using a cloud-native
design.

This document targets primarily the 5G-ERA NetApp's developers to build their 5G oriented
cloud-native NetApps for autonomous robots in different vertical sectors. The document will
be used for network operators and testbed providers to quantify their existing infrastructure
capabilities and resource provision into a paradigm that is understandable by the robots.

1.2 Key challenges
According to the 5G-ERA Description of Work (DoW), the 5G-ERA Middleware realises the
committed innovations of intent-based networking (conceptual design reported in the 5GERA deliverable D2.1, cloud-native development, and standard APIs for testbeds through:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Semantic interpretation engine
Lifecycle Management engine
Performance Management engine
Fault Management engine
Package Management engine
Security manager

Furthermore, it should support the KPIs for service creation (identified in the 5G-ERA
deliverable D1.2) in terms of
Table 6:Service creation

Baseline
Application

Phase 1. Onboarding

Phase 2. Instantiate,
Configure & Activate

Phase 3.
Modify

Phase
4.
Terminate

OSM standardised VNFs

Pre-defined
information model

Predefined
informat
ion
model

Pre-defined
Service
Chain

Standard NSDs, VNFDs
and MECAppD on OSM

OSM
VNFs
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Expected 5GERA KPI
improvement

Optimised NSD, VNFD,
and MECAppD based on
5G-ERA intent-based
networking
Cloud-Native Network
function which simplifies
the onboarding
processes. 5G-ERA
provides automated
synchronisation and
data consistency

Semantic reasoning
for improved
efficiency in
resources
instantiation

N/A

N/A

Improved
placement of the
resources utilising
Services on Edge
Significantly
reduced overhead
due to cloud native
network functions

Given a fixed topology and dedicated application specification, it is not hard to identify a
specific software solution to fulfil the requirements. However, the demands of autonomous
robots vary significantly across vertical applications (please refer to 5G-ERA D1.1 for details).
Provision of generic and reusable Robot Services and standardise API to Edge Services and
Cloud Services can be extremely awkward. It is challenging to find a tangible solution to the
tasks for optimised onboarding, life cycle management, and fault management for use
cases with different demands and dynamic topology.

1.3 5G-ERA solutions and architecture
Cloud-native design and intent-based networking have already been identified by the 5GERA project as the source of the project innovation. To ensure the scalability and reusability
of 5G-ERA towards different vertical sectors, as well as standardising testing framework under
different testbeds; the Middleware will address the challenges mentioned in the section 1.2
by a vertical level virtualisation of the 5G testbeds. This implementation is illustrated in Figure
1 below:

Figure 1:Layers of Communication

Each of the three layers in the figure has different responsibilities. The vertical layer network is
responsible for the management of the ROS applications and their communication with the
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Robot. The Resource Layer Network is responsible for the Kubernetes network that ROS
applications are running on. The last layer is the Resource Enablement Layer Network which
is responsible for the deployment of the Edge Machine with Cloud Instances used by the
system and the dedicated network slices. The 5G-ERA Middleware is responsible for the
planning and life cycle management of the ROS services running in the Kubernetes
Environment.
By decoupling the vertical NetAPPs from the network testbeds, we can offload vertical level
life cycle management and vertical level fault management from OSM to the 5G-ERA
Middleware to simplify the service creation and maintenance. Using the virtualisation of the
network capabilities, 5G-ERA avoids the cumbersome service creation under a
cloud/edge/robot environment through standard Kubernetes orchestration. This is essential
to the scalability and reusability of the 5G-ERA. Under the principle, the key innovations of
the 5G-ERA Middleware are summarised in the table below:
Table 7:Key innovations of the 5G-ERA Middleware

Innovations

Middleware Implementation

Cloud-Native Design and
Standardised APIs

Decoupling the Vertical Applications and the Network
Resources
Adding a virtualized resource layer using Kubernetes to
standardise the APIs
Virtualizing the resource to be used by Robot, Edge and Cloud
Services to simplify the NetApps development. Under the Cloud
Native design, they will be treated as a pod placement
problem and orchestrated according to the resource planning.

Intent-based Networking

Introducing vertical level lifecycle management to simplify the
service creation
Introducing a vertical level of fault management to simplify the
service management
Loading semantic models into the Middleware dynamically to
address both vertical and network requirement

The methodology leads to abstraction for vertical and 3rd party applications to be
automatically optimised to fulfil the expectation of the service and infrastructure providers.
At the same time, it establishes patterns for QoE optimization with respect to vertical level
orchestration, lifecycle management and fault management.
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1.4 Current version of the 5G-ERA Middleware

Figure 2:Middleware system diagram

5G-ERA Middleware is allowing robots from different vertical sectors to use 5G-based digital
skills to enhance their autonomy. The Middleware is the link between vertical applications
managed by ROS and 5G infrastructure managed by OSM. It realises the 5G-ERA intentbased network using cloud-native design. The Middleware can be instantiated in the core
network either in the Edge Machines or in the cloud. The implementation allows the Robot to
request the instantiation of the cloud-native resources that will support the execution of the
task. The main components of the Middleware are:
●

●

●
●
●

Gateway – It redirects the traffic across the Middleware system meaning rerouting to
the microservices within the system. It also handles the authentication and
authorisation process.
Action Planner – Integrating the semantic knowledge of the vertical into resource
planning. It is part of the vertical level life cycle management implemented by
Middleware.
Resource Planner – is responsible for assigning the placement example, on the cloud,
Edge to the tasks.
Orchestrator – It orchestrates the process of the deployment of the resources. It is
responsible for the vertical level lifecycle management of the deployed services
Redis Interface –Allows the users to retrieve, insert and update data from/into the
Redis-Server

The links between the original conceptual design and the Middleware components are
summarised in the table below
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Table 8:Conceptual Design vs Implementation

Conceptual Design Implemented by the Middleware

Corresponding
Components

Semantic
interpretation
engine

Graph based task and resource planner Task
Planner
illustrated in table 5.
Resource Planner

&

Lifecycle
Management
engine

Vertical level lifecycle management using Action Server & Task
ROS action server (Detailed in Section 3.1)
Planner

Performance
Management
engine

Courtesy of the Cloud Native Design Load Orchestrator
Balancing
and
realised
by
5G-ERA
Orchestrator (Detailed in Section 2)

Fault Management Vertical level fault management API and Orchestrator
engine
corresponding orchestration (Detailed in (Stateless)
&
Task
Section 3.2)
Planner (Stateful)
Package
Management
engine

Courtesy of the Cloud Native Design Orchestrator
Container Management and realised by 5GERA Orchestrator
(Detailed in Section 2)

Security manager

5G-ERA Gateway and Identify management Gateway & Identity
(Covered in the Section 2.1)

The latest version of the 5G-ERA Middleware is available at the GitHub repository under this
Github Link. The Middleware is in active development so the specification and available
functionality will grow. The development environment preparation is described in the official
5G-ERA Middleware Repository. Furthermore, the detailed information is described in the
section Middleware Training and Dissemination (Section 5). For the instructions on how to
prepare the environment for the ROS Action-Server development, instructions can be found
here Action-server repository.
The contents of these documents are also released in the 5G-ERA repository as part of
guidance on application development. The link between the deliverable and the repository
is summarised as follows:
Table 9:Github Repository and this report

Type
Examples
instruction

GitHub Repository

This Report

and A full Middleware preparation and deployment section 4.2
guide
API specification (Gateway)
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Usage examples of the Action Server/Client

section 2.1, section
3.5
(Further
examples in D4.3)

Usage examples of the creating semantic Appendix 3
relationship in Task Planner and Resource Planer
Usage examples of the Heartbeat and recovery
Demo

section 3.2

Demonstration of Middleware deployment, section 2.3
stateless feature and stateful feature
Demonstration of task and resource planning section 3.5
based on the semantics
Middleware Evaluation

section 4.6

Report Structure
The document is composed of five sections where the second one includes the core
technical aspects of the cloud-native design and demonstration. It starts with an overview
of the 5G-ERA cloud-native strategy on synchronisation and service management and then
demonstrates the cloud-native DevOps towards the stateful and stateless instances which
are common for NetApps to be developed in the vertical sectors. The third section
demonstrates the integration of the intent-based networking towards NetApp's orchestration.
A complete end-to-end use case will be illustrated in the section for 5G-ERA orchestration.
Furthermore, life cycle management and event management interface dedicated to 5GERA robots will also be demonstrated. The fourth section focuses on the verification of the
service creation of 5G-ERA Middleware in terms of reusability and scalability. The Middleware
is designed to accelerate the NetApp development of autonomous robots from PPDR, and
healthcare to manufacturing and transport. It is expected to cover the workload from
different use cases. In the interim report, the reusability and scalability are confirmed by
deploying the NetApps from two different workload settings. Finally, some early training and
dissemination materials are listed in section 5.
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2 5G-ERA Cloud-Native Design
2.1 Cloud-native design framework
Cloud-native development is an innovative approach for designing, implementing, and
deploying software applications on the distributed computing platforms to meet the
requirements on efficiency, agility, resilience, scalability, and flexibility. In 5G-ERA, we
develop the Middleware according to cloud-native design, which aims to optimise the
resource provision and tackle the problem of cloud virtualisation using containers,
kubernetes, and devOps. The main characteristics of cloud-native software derive from
different factors such as microservices, containers, backing services and automation. In
detail:
Microservices
The microservice architecture consists of isolated services that can be deployed and scaled
independently of each other and are utilising diverse libraries and technology stacks for their
execution. This model aims to solve the deficiencies of big monolithic structures, where the
entire logic of the application is controlled by a single deployable component.
The 5G-ERAMiddleware system is composed of multiple microservices, as depicted from
Figure 2:Middleware system diagram.
Using microservices for the deployment of the Middleware, facilitates loosely coupled
systems that are lightweight, resilient, easily manageable and observable.
Containerisation
The containerisation of the Middleware services introduces several benefits, such as:
portability, scalability, efficiency, agility, flexibility, easier management, and improved
security.
As part of the cloud native design, the Middleware components are implemented as
containers orchestrated within the kubernetes cluster.
This enables the Middleware to work well in a distributed and complex environment such as
public, private or hybrid clouds for 5G-enhanced robotic autonomy.
Backing Services
Cloud-native environments rely on numerous distinct supporting technologies, such as
identity services, message brokers, monitoring, and data storage, known as backing services.
The 5G-ERA Middleware is using Redis-Cluster as a backing service which handles the
synchronisation and replication of the data.
Automation
While the cloud provides a scalable and flexible infrastructure to run containers on, and
containerisation provides an excellent mechanism to build, run, and maintain modular
applications such as microservice-based applications, the containers still must be deployed,
managed, and scaled up or down, to meet demand. Furthermore, the networking between
the containers also has to be maintained.
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This operational effort of deploying, running, and maintaining containers is best performed
by Container Orchestration Engines (COE), the Middleware system is using kubernetes as a
COE for the process of automation.
Gateway Microservice
The Middleware system includes diverse services. When a robot has to consume multiple
services, setting up distinct end points for each service and managing them separately can
be challenging. A solution for handling such tasks is placing a gateway in front of the services.
In this way, the robot can communicate with the various services by using a single entry point.
For the Middleware system, Ocelot Gateway was implemented. Ocelot is an open-source
application, which is lightweight, fast, scalable, cross-platform, and most importantly it was
specifically designed for .NET Core Microservices Architecture, which is the main reason for
choosing this technology.
The Gateway is the entry point into the Middleware system. It is responsible for handling the
incoming requests, by routing the traffic to the desired endpoints, retrieving the information
from the backend endpoints, and relaying it back to the robot.
Gateway and Identity
The Gateway also fulfils the role of an Identity Service, through a REST API implementation.
The user credentials are stored in a safe manner using a hash + salt model, following current
best practices and using cryptographically strong libraries for .NET. The passwords are SALTed and hashed using the PBKDF2 algorithm with HMACSHA256 hashing. Authentication is
achieved by reconstructing the salted hash from the credentials provided at log-in and
comparing the result with the salted hash stored in the system at registration.
Gateway and CQRS
The Command and Query Responsibility Segregation (CQRS) is a methodology that divides
the read and write operations into the database, by using commands for writing data and
using queries for reading the data. CQRS can improve the performance, scalability and
security of the application.
The CQRS architecture pattern can also be employed and configured through the gateway
implementation. This can be achieved by separating the write (POST) commands, from the
reads (GET) commands and inserting the data separating writes from reads into different
data stores into the Redis-server.
Gateway Specification
In order to access the Gateway and interact with the Middleware system, one has to deploy
the Middleware, identify the static IP of the Gateway (as shown in the below image), and
provide the route pointing to the desired endpoints. The requests should be done through
Insomnia, Postman, or any other API platform designed for accessing APIs, taking into
account that the API platform chosen has to support Bearer Token authentication for the API
calls.

Figure 3:Middleware Deployment Example
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Before being able to access the endpoints of the Middleware, one has to go through the
process of registration and login in order to receive the Bearer Token that will be attached
to the API calls. The end to end demonstration including the registration and login is covered
in section 3.6.
Access the Middleware through the Gateway
As it can be seen the IP of the Gateway is 10.64.140.43 (highlighted in red in the Figure 4),
and we are accessing the desired endpoint by adding the API route /Data/Action
(highlighted in green in theFigure 4), provide the JWT Token that was generated for us at the
login and execute the GET call by clicking the Send button. It can be seen in the right hand
side of the below image the data was successfully retrieved for us.

Figure 4:Insomnia GET request example
Illustration of how API is used to incorporate all the data into the Middleware

The Middleware defines a custom API to incorporate all this data into the Middleware. This
section further explains how this process is conducted for the end user and developers.
The full API definition is available in the GitHub repository under the following link:
middleware/ProposedInterface.md at main · 5G-ERA/middleware · GitHub
The interface API for accommodating CRUD operations in the semantic database is defined
as the Redis Interface.
The purpose of the RedisInterface API is to allow the clients of the application to retrieve,
insert and update data from/into the Redis storage. More precisely, the API is sending the
request from the client to the Redis system and sending the Redis system response back to
the client.
The CRUD operations which are implemented are described in the Appendix 2..
Demonstration on how to implement new elements
First step is to create elements of the topological graph of the infrastructure, like edges and
clouds.
To set up the environment please visit this link: https://github.com/5G-ERA/middleware , and
follow the instructions from the Readme.md file. Once you have the environment ready,
please select the RedisInterface project as your start-up project in Visual Studio (as can be
seen in the image below) and run the application.

Figure 5:Visual Studio Start-up project
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Once the application is running, your browser will open the Swagger UI (as per the below
image) where you will see the API endpoints which are implemented for the RedisInterface
API shown in below figure.

Figure 6:RedisInterface API endpoints

●

Creating a new edge node in the graph.

Select from the Swager the endpoint Edge – POST /api/v1/Edge, after this, add the JSON
template with the attributes to create the new entity.

Figure 7:New entity attributes creation

The response is http 200 is successful. Following, in Redis Insight tool, querying for all the graphs
will provide us with the newly generated edge node as presented below.
GRAPH.QUERY "RESOURCE_PLANNER" "MATCH (x) RETURN x"
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Figure 8:Successful node creation

●

Creating a new cloud node in the graph.

Select from the Swager the endpoint Cloud– POST /api/v1/Cloud, after this, add the JSON
template with the attributes to create the new entity.

Figure 9:Swagger endpoint cloud
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Figure 10:Swagger endpoints

Following, in Redis Insight tool, querying for all the graphs again will provide us with the newly
generated cloud node as presented below.
GRAPH.QUERY "RESOURCE_PLANNER" "MATCH (x) RETURN x"

Figure 11:Graph Query in Redis Insight

●

Creating a new relationship between Edge node and Cloud node in the graph.

In this example, a relationship of type “can_reach” presenting connectivity between Edge
and cloud in the direction of the arrow is provided.
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Figure 12:New relationship between Edge node and Cloud node

Following, in Redis Insight tool, querying for all the graphs again will provide us with the newly
generated relationship “can_reach” between nodes Cloud and edge node as presented
below. Also note the direction is from cloud to edge.
GRAPH.QUERY "RESOURCE_PLANNER" "MATCH (x) RETURN x"

Figure 13:Relationship can_reach

●

Creating a new action node in the graph.

Other elements like tasks, actions and images can be imported and represented. How to
create a new action node in the graph is shown in the below figure.
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Figure 14:New generated action node

Following, in Redis Insight tool, querying for all the graphs again will provide us with the newly
generated action node as presented below.
GRAPH.QUERY "RESOURCE_PLANNER" "MATCH (x) RETURN x"

Figure 15:demo_action

●

Query for elements

The RedisInterface API allows querying the system for a particular data model, which is stored
in JSON format, and querying for the relationships between the models, which will be stored
in the GRAPH database.
The query run here as an explanation is: list all available actions registered in the database.
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Figure 16:Action GET all method

After clicking on the “Try it out” button, click on the “Execute” button, as in the image below.

Figure 17:Action GET all method execute button

The image below describes the result of the execution. The first highlighted section from the
image shows the Request URL. The URL contains the hostname of our RedisInterface API (i.e.,
https://localhost:7091) and the designated endpoint, which is “/api/v1/Action". The second
highlighted section represents the actual values that were retrieved from the Redis storage.
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Figure 18:Action GET all method response values

2.2 Redis Cluster Synchronisation, and Replication
Due to the multiple layers of abstraction and heterogenous nature of the paradigms involved
in the implementation of the Middleware system, we cannot avoid term overloading and
some disambiguation is necessary. The Redis-cluster and Redis-nodes are distinct concepts
from the Kubernetes cluster and nodes and operate one layer of abstraction above
Kubernetes.
The Redis-cluster fulfils the synchronisation of the data across the distributed systems. The
Redis cluster is a deployment topology that provides horizontal scaling, allowing to run
multiple Redis installations where data is automatically shared across multiple Redis-nodes.
In the Middleware system, the RedisInterface component is connected to a Redis-node, and
data is shared between the Redis-nodes in such a way that regardless of the master node
that publishes new information to the redis server, all other nodes in the cluster will have
access to this newly published data. The replica nodes will redirect the writing operations to
the master node which ensures the replication consistency.
This chapter showcases how the Redis cluster handles the data synchronisation and
replication when deployed in a Kubernetes cluster. The below figure shows an example
deployment architecture where the Redis-cluster is synchronised between the Edge and the
Cloud.
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Figure 19:Redis Cluster Use Case Diagram

As can be seen in the figure below, a Redis-cluster has been deployed, containing a master
node which is redis-0 and two replica nodes, namely redis-1 and redis-2. The master node will
handle the writing operations and will automatically push the data to the replica nodes. This
technique ensures the replication of the data across all the nodes.

Figure 20:Redis-cluster deployment

The figure below describes the data that was inserted into the Redis master node.

Figure 21:Master Node redis-0 Data example

The synchronisation of the data was successful, and as the figure below shows, we are able
to retrieve the data from the redis-1 replica node.
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Figure 22:Replica Node redis-1 Replication Example

Furthermore, the retrieval of the data is also successful from the redis-2 node, which is our
second replica, depicted in the figure below.

Figure 23:Replica Node redis-2 Replication Example

As pods can crash or fail at any time, the Redis cluster was deployed through a StatefulSet
controller. The StatefulSet is a Kubernetes component that manages pods which are based
on an identical container spec. It uses a sticky identifier for each of the deployed pods which
is maintained across any rescheduling of the pods.
The StatefulSet handles the redeployment of the pods, and the persistence by attaching the
newly created pod to the existing Persistent Volumes. The below figure depicts a simulation
of a pod failure, and it can be seen that after deleting the pod, it is automatically redeployed,
and the data is still accessible.

Figure 24:Pod Failure Data Persistence Example

The initial experiment on synchronisation of Redis nodes has shown that our design of data
management in the 5G-ERA Middleware is successful. We have populated the Redis cluster
with data via the redis-0 master node, and we have then accessed the data from the redis1 and redis-2 replicas. Furthermore, the Redis cluster was deployed by means of a StatefulSet
controller, and it demonstrated resilience against potential pod failures. When the redis-2
pod was terminated, the StatefulSet controller deployed a new redis-2 pod (N.B. The new
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redis-2 pod is only 12 seconds old, whereas the old one was 79 minutes old), and it also
attached the Persistent Volume of the old redis-2 pod to the new redis-2 pod. This is confirmed
by accessing the data from the new redis-2 pod.

2.3 Microservices and states
Middleware consists of multiple independent services that can be classified as stateful or
stateless. With the combination of the backing services, all of them could be considered
stateful, while being stateless.
Typically, the stateless microservices process requests and send the response back to the
client without persisting any data. Contrarily, the stateful microservices must persist any data
that was incoming from the client request as it may be useful for future requests.
Middleware consists of multiple independent services. The task and resource planners are
stateless, but they can still persist in their state by employing the Redis backend. The only
stateful service in the Middleware is Orchestrator, which actively monitors and manages the
state of the data in the Redis backend. Due to the fact that the Orchestrator is constantly
monitoring and updating the state of the deployed applications by the Middleware, it
cannot be considered a stateless service. Two instances of the Orchestrator running
alongside each other could cause the result in inconsistencies in the data as well as create
an unnecessary load on the Redis backend. On the other hand, stateless services can run
alongside each other without interruption and ensure that each of the services produces the
same output regardless of the client that makes the request. In distributed environments,
stateless services are preferred to ensure the correct scalability.
By incorporating the stateless services, the Middleware supports various deployment
scenarios. The first and the simplest is the standalone deployment of the Middleware in the
Single Edge, as showcased in Figure 11: Single Edge Architecture.

Figure 25:Single Edge Architecture

The other scenario presents the Middleware deployed in multiple edges with access to the
backing cloud. Distributing the Middleware between the multiple edges allows for higher
availability for the users and resiliency. Figure 12: Multiple Edge Architecture showcases the
example architecture in which the Middleware is distributed between multiple Edges.
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Figure 26:Multiple Edge Architecture

Demonstration introduction
The demonstration of the state of the services is to prove that most of the microservices in the
Middleware can work as a stateful service in the single Edge deployment or as the stateless
services in the multiple Edges deployment.
The experiment will start with the scenario of the Middleware deployed in the Single Edge. To
consider the Middleware as deployed, in the Kubernetes, there have to be 5 deployments
up and running:
●
●
●
●
●

Orchestrator-API
Redis-Interface-API
Gateway-API
Resource-Planner-API
Task-Planner-API

One of the primary functions of the Middleware is orchestration and lifecycle management
of the NetApps. For this, the standalone NetApp will be deployed to showcase the work of
the Middleware as a stateful application.
Next, we analyse the scenario where the Middleware services are distributed among multiple
edges. Increasing replicas will allow us to see the behaviour of the selected Middleware
services. The experiment will validate that the Middleware services persist in data properly by
using the Redis data store and achieve statelessness. The example architecture of the
distributed variant of the Middleware is presented in Figure 12: Multiple Edge Architecture. To
prove it, the standalone variant of the NetApp will be deployed once again.
Note that this demonstration assumes a correctly deployed Middleware and that the way to
deploy the standalone NetApp is known. For the details on how to deploy the standalone
and distributed version of the NetApp, see Verification of Middleware Deployment.
Demonstration and results
The Middleware is deployed on the single Edge that is connected to AWS Cloud. The Cloud
hosts the data in the Redis Cluster. A robot is connected to the Edge with the Middleware
deployed on it. After initialising the connection, the robot requests the task to deploy the 5GERA NetApp for its use.
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The demonstration starts with the deployed Middleware and its access, as presented in
Figure 13. Then, a robot can request the task planner to schedule the deployment of the
services, so it can conduct the desired task.

Figure 27:Deployed Middleware

When the Robot requests the task planner to plan a task, the request goes through all the
Middleware services to collect the necessary information required to identify the services
that need to be deployed. Through this process, the Middleware creates the plan that
identifies the services needed for the deployment. The result of the process, in this case, is the
deployment of the standalone NetApp. After the services are identified, the NetApp is
deployed inside of the cluster.
Figure 28:Deployed standalone NetApp

This showcases the basic functionality of the Middleware and that it utilises the stateful system
backed by the Redis data store to achieve a goal desired by the robot. But how will the
system behave when there are additional replicas in the Kubernetes cluster?
All the services in the Middleware, except for the Orchestrator, were scaled to 3 replicas. The
scaling is presented in Figure 15. Scaling the replicas of the Middleware will allow us to
simulate it working in the environment with multiple Edges.

Figure 29:Scaled Middleware Services
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Now, the same request for the services is made by a robot. The standalone NetApp is
deployed in the same way, but the requests are directly redistributed between all the pod
replicas. To correctly distribute the workload between the replicas, the services cannot have
the state. In case any of the services would have a state it would result in them having the
knowledge, the other replicas may not have. This information has to be offloaded to the
backing services, to correctly handle the request. The result is that the services of the
Middleware to support the replication fully must be stateless.
Middleware services are stateless and backed by the Redis data store. It allows them for
easier scaling and the convenient choice of which services to connect to when passing the
workload down to the next service. As a result, when a request is made, the workload is
distributed between the appropriate replicas to achieve the same effect as in the single
Edge deployment.
As is shown in Figure 26,the standalone NetApp was successfully deployed. This proves that
the Middleware services are stateless, and are backed by the persistent data store, in which
the stateful data is stored. This demonstrates the flexibility of the Middleware in terms of
placement and distribution of the workload.
When the Middleware is scaled down to single Edge deployment, the services are back to
function as a form of a distributed monolithic application.

Figure 30:NetApp deployed in a scaled environment

2.4 Summary
The 5G-ERA Middleware applies the Cloud Native principles. The principles, their method of
implementation as well as the demonstration and test results are present in the table below.
Table 10:Cloud-Native Design Features, Solutions, Tests and Results

Cloud
Native
Design features

Solutions

Tests / Demonstration

Result

Stateless of the
Containerisation
/ Automation

Scalability of the
Middleware
microservice

The Middleware
services have been
scaled to simulate the
deployment on
multiple Edges

The Middleware
microservices have been
scaled to multiple
replicas and showcased
the correct behaviour
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while deploying the
standalone NetApp.
Stateful of the
Containerisation
/ Automation

Transparency of
the Middleware
microservice

Synchronisation and
replication

Security

Identify
management &

Token for accessing
the Middleware

All tests completed
successfully

Redis cluster Redis
replication
All tests completed
successfully

Gateway

3 Middleware Integration
The focus of Middleware integration is placed on the demonstration of the standardised API
for the NetApp's developers. It enables 5G-ERA NetApps to access 5G resources using a
cloud-native framework and intent-based networking. The vertical level life cycle
management and fault management are also demonstrated to assist service creation and
NetApp's development.
Furthermore, 5G-ERA Middleware is not only designed to address the needs of vertical
developers, but also optimise teleoperators’ experience in handling unknown vertical
applications. Network providers and testbed owners need only to specify the capabilities of
their infrastructure, Middleware will aggregate optimised vertical requests to the OSM
autonomously. In essence, it promotes the digital capabilities of autonomous robots via
utilising 5G resources and connected intelligence.

3.1 Vertical level lifecycle
action interface

management

with

The tasks and actions derived are all managed by an action interface that handles
communication between the robot side (ROS action client & Server) and the cloud-native
Middleware. Each action within the action sequence has an associated ROS action goal.
This action stores a state machine in which the status of the action performed by the robot is
captured and always known. The communication between the robot and the Middleware
is performed using REST API calls. These are defined in a ROS Action Server always running
inside the robot. The action server listens to potential action goals issued by the action client.
The 5G Era architecture defines a protocol of one action-server and client per robot.
The action interface is responsible for letting the Middleware know the status of the actions.
The interaction between action server and gateway links the latest status of the action and
corresponding NetApps together. Two types of information are defined here: heartbeat and
action status. The first one will be a request from the Middleware with a specific frequency
to measure the health of the deployed application/s that the currently executed action is
using. The second one defines a high-level conceptualization of the status of the action.
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The ROS action goal is a specific protocol defined in the ROS action interface for managing
the Lifecycle of the actions. The specific custom ROS action goal defines a parent task and
other attributes necessary to keep a complete update as shown in table below.
The action interface is illustrated in the figure below with the action client on the left and
action server on the right. The two sides are linked by the action goals and the feedbacks.

Figure 31:ROS action workflow (Ref_5)
The action interface realises the state machine which reflects the lifecycle of the ROS actions. The
state machine is illustrated in the figure below. This is explained in the workflow in the following
paragraph.

Figure 32: ROS Action server state machine (Ref_6)
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Action Interface execution workflow. Detailed examples are given in the 5G-ERA Reference
Netapp report(D4.3).
1) The robot wants to perform a high-level task. It will begin to communicate with the
ROS action client using standard ROS message types (Topics).
2) The action client is triggered and will issue an action goal message to the ROS network.
This action will have the parameters defined in the table above.
3) The action-server will listen to this action goal and trigger the protocols to check if this
goal can be accepted by the system. This includes verifying the connectivity to the
Middleware, successfully logging in and waiting for a successful plan provided by the
Middleware. If any of this fails, the action-server understands that the Middleware will
not be able to help the robot and therefore the goal will be changed to state
aborted. (Remember that ROS maintains a state machine for every action goal)
4) If the Middleware answers back with a plan using microservice transactions, the
action goal will be changed to state accepted and this updated state will be known
by the action client which will then inform the robot that the cloud resources are
available to use.
5) For a high-level semantic task, the Middleware will break down the task into smaller,
simple parts known as actions. The output of the Action planner model will be an
action sequence. This list of individual actions will have allocated cloud resources as
containers and handled by the Middleware Orchestrator and planned by the
Resource planner. This action sequence will be part of the response provided to the
action-server for the robot to know how many steps must be performed and for the
robot to update the system for which the robot is currently in at any time. This is
important as the Middleware will have to remove the resources given after they have
been used or plan for another robot to use them instead of recreating the same ones.
Some containers and resources have the property of being reusable.
6) Usually, ROS implementations of the action server will provide the information of when
the server-side has finished execution to the action client. This logic is inverted in this
implementation. In this case, the client-side is responsible for letting the server-side
when the resources are no longer needed and can be discarded. This protocol is
achieved by issuing a new action goal with the same task ID and different parameters
about which step the robot is and the status. If the robot is executing step one and
the server-side receives a new action goal with the same task ID and step 2 in an
action sequence. Then the server knows the robot wants to move to the following step
and the currently allocated resources may be removed if deemed necessary.
7) For an element of the action sequence, the server-side is responsible for updating with
a predefined frequency the status of the resources allocated. This is part of the
feedback parameters of the action goal defined by ROS.
8) After the robot has finished the execution of the last element in the action sequence,
a new goal will be issued with a distinct element to let the Middleware know that the
overall high-level task was achieved successfully. This property is the action reference
with value –1. When receiving this goal, the status of this goal will be changed to
success in the state machine and the result call-back will be called.
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3.2 Vertical level fault management, heartbeat
and recovery procedure
Fault management
With the distributed system always comes the need to ensure the quality of experience and
to maintain the high availability of the system. The 5G-ERA Middleware faces the problems
of every distributed system built from multiple services. On top of it, it must ensure the highest
quality of experience for the robot utilising the system. The NetApps utilised by the robot may
experience some unexpected issues and the Middleware should propose a way to ensure
the robot can successfully execute the desired action. To do so, a few approaches have
been taken by the 5G-ERA Middleware system.
Heartbeat
The heartbeat is the process in which the NetApp informs the Middleware about its status.
The heartbeat from NetApp serves two purposes. The main one is the assessment of the
functionality of the NetApp allowing it to detect when the NetApp does not function
correctly. An additional objective for the heartbeat is to help with the reuse of the existing
NetApps by the multiple Robots.
The heartbeat is a piece of information sent in regular periods and allows for the constant
monitoring of the software. Due to the frequency of the updates, the eventual issues with the
NetApp can be quickly detected. This allows for a quick reaction to the problem and
assessing the appropriate actions to take when problems with the NetApp are detected.
On the other hand, the heartbeat functionality to the Middleware and the NetApps can
serve optimization purposes. When the Middleware accepts the heartbeat information it also
receives the information on how many connections with the Robots the NetApp handles.
With the prepared calculations the NetApp should be able to assess the optimal as well as a
maximal number of Robots it can work for. With the combination of this information, the
Middleware decides if the existing NetApp should be reused instead of deploying the new
instance of the NetApp.
During the deployment, the 5G-ERA Middleware gives NetApp the required information on
where to report the Heartbeat. This information is stored in the NetApp in following
environment variables:
● NETAPP_ID – Unique identifier in GUID format
● MIDDLEARE_ADDRESS – The URL to which NetApp has to call the Middleware to
report its status
● MIDDLEWARE_REPORT_INTERVAL – The interval in which the NetApp has to report its
status to the Middleware, expressed in seconds
With these settings, the Middleware can identify each NetApp to monitor and manage the
status. The heartbeat is sent to the Middleware through designated REST API calls. This allows
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for better resource planning and identification of the status of the NetApp that is passed to
the Robot. The example Heartbeat received from NetApp is shown in the Figure below.

Figure 33:Heartbeat example

Recovery Procedure
The second approach to ensure the highest possible uptime of the services and quality of
experience for the robot is to incorporate the recovery procedures into the process of
lifecycle management of the NetApps.
During the deployment of the NetApp, many defects can occur. It could be either the error
during the download of the OCI image or its start-up. On top of this, the errors could occur
during the work of the NetApp that would cause the NetApp to shut down unexpectedly. All
these problems could occur and cause delays or even disallow the Robot to be able to
execute the desired task. And therefore, the Middleware must implement the recovery
procedures.
There are two viable solutions for the implementation of the recovery procedures. Each of
the approaches is dependent on the state of the NetApp as described in chapter 2.3
Microservices and states 2.3
Microservices and states section of this document. Based
on the state the complication of the recovery procedure will vary.
As the stateless applications do not have the persisted data it means that they can be
replaced quickly. For such a scenario the Middleware incorporates the built-in Kubernetes
mechanics. Each NetApp is defined by a Kubernetes Deployment object that controls the
status and availability of the NetApps and their backing services. Choosing the Kubernetes
deployment to deploy the objects has benefits over other methods of deploying the
applications in Kubernetes. It allows users to easily scale out the applications, perform the
updates, as well as monitor and keep the desired number of replicas available. Using this
approach, the Kubernetes will automatically keep the removed pods alive.
The other approach must be taken for the stateful NetApps or to the NetApps that have
failed during the deployment. These applications by assumption store data in themselves
while working. When the application fails, the data is lost, and the NetApp can no longer
provide the robot with critical data like for example SLAM. The usage of the heartbeat allows
for quickly detecting the eventual problems with the services. This enables the system to
swiftly respond to the issue and provide a quick update to the robot.
Another situation in which the NetApp is not able to provide the data to the robot is when
the deployment of the NetApp fails on the Kubernetes level. While the NetApps cannot work
for the robot, the issue must be mitigated.
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The mitigation for the described scenarios is the replan. The more detailed 5G-ERA replanning
process can be found in 5G-ERA deliverable D2.. With the use of the semantic planning of
the task and the resources, the alternatives could be proposed to a robot and the
replacement services could be used. The replan could provide a robot with services that can
conduct the same job but not be precisely adjusted to the robot’s environment. While with
the lower accuracy, the robot will be able to conduct the task and the system would ensure
the highest possible quality of experience and the system uptime. The independent semantic
planning in the future should be able to fulfil the presented scenario.

3.3 Machine learning tools
The ML tools act as services to the 5G-ERA Middleware, which provide different analysis
capabilities to the Orchestrator for intent-based networking. These tools aim to align the
Orchestrator with the identified robot intents to enable high QoS (even QoE) for 5G
enhanced robotics.
To accomplish diverse analysis tasks, the tools rely on monitoring information coming from
both the 5G infrastructure and the running vertical services. The overall system architecture
is depicted in Figure 33. The 5G Core/Edge networks will provide the ML tools with the
requested monitoring information using corresponding APIs. The database here is a Redis
client, which is supported by Redis cluster to exchange information across distributed systems
(please refer to Section 2.2 for details of data synchronisation.)

Figure 34:ML Toolbox architecture

Particularly, in order to guarantee the best performance on the analysis tasks, the ML tools
exploit historical and real-time monitoring metrics to investigate the requested status of
running services. The ML tools allow comparing the current infrastructure status, for example,
a set of resource allocation decisions, against QoS and even QoE metrics. Of key importance
in this regard is the possibility to gain accurate knowledge of robot-level KPIs such as E2E
command latency and/or perceived signal quality, by means of a ROS-topic exporter (see
the MEC component in the above figure) that exports this kind of information to a local
database.
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Similarly, the ML tools require slice and deployment specific information coming from the
hosting edge/cloud infrastructure. While most of the metrics related to physical/virtual
processing and storing resources can be extracted by means of well-known APIs, e.g
Kubernetes metric-server (see the MEC component in the above figure), the nature of the
5G system calls for the setup of a dedicated API to retrieve control-level information of the
mobile network, especially in the Radio Access Network (RAN). Such API is currently not
standardised, but major efforts are currently ongoing to fill this gap, with a particular mention
to the Open-RAN specifications [ORAN].
The required infrastructure resources for a slice or a container-based network function (CNF)
are usually not trivial to estimate to meet certain QoS and QoE KPIs. The resource demand
not only strongly depends on the load of the slices, in turn the resultant load per CNF, but
also on the platform configurations and server capabilities of the 5G system. Thus, ML tools
are essential to apply to learn about the correlation of resource and the load per CNF, its
resultant QoS performances, as well as the behaviour of the system.
For this purpose, we have developed ML tools for, e.g., resource usage forecasting and CNF
profiling. The developed ML tools come with a set of leading-edge ML models that extend
and tailor the advanced ML technologies to provide diverse analysis functions. The details of
the ML techniques can be found in the deliverable D2.1. Figure 21 illustrates the cloud-native
implementation of the ML tools. The visualisation components are optional, which allow end
users to monitor the status of the services as well as analysis results for possible manual
interventions/controls. The results will be published in the redis database, which will deliver to
the down-streaming tasks, such as OSM control policy generation, towards a zero-touch
management paradigm.

Figure 35:Illustration of cloud-native implementation of the ML tools

In the following, we resume the most important ML tool API calls available in the first release
of the software packages. Please notice that this reference table may be extended and
updated in future releases. Refer to the project GitHub repository for the latest version of the
code(https://github.com/5G-ERA/).
Resource usage forecasting:
Get /settings
It allows setting the configuration parameters of the analysis tasks.
Get /telemetry
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It allows subscribing to telemetries of interest and listening for newly published messages to
feed into online forecasting.
LEARN /online
It allows learning and updating the ML models in an online mode and predicting the
streaming metrics efficiently.
PUSH /metrics
It allows publishing the predicted metrics to the Redis database for visualisation and downstreaming analysis tasks (e.g., OSM control policy generation).
CNF Profiling:
GET /models/
Retrieve the list of ML models available in the system.
POST /tasks/setup
It allows to set up a dedicated task for the vertical service of interest, specifying the model
type and other optional parameters as described below.
POST /tasks/statistics
It allows retrieving statistics from the ongoing training of ML models, specifying the specific id
of the task.
POST /tasks/predict
It allows running an inference of an already trained model, exploiting the latest real-time
metrics available in the system.
POST /tasks/terminate
Terminate a running model instance specifying its id.
An example workflow is depicted in the figure 36 below.
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Figure 36:Example workflow for CNF profiling

The figure 37 below shows the synthetic test of an ML tool about online resource forecasting.
The results are published in the redis database on the 5G-ERA framework for instant delivery
to consumers (e.g., 5G-ERA Middleware).

Figure 37: Synthetic test of an ML tool
about online resource usage forecasting: subscribed channel from redis (Left) and online predictions
(Right) published in redis for further usage.
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3.4 Semantic model creation
As it has already been explained the semantic model in D2.1, sections 1-3 will be a quick
summary for a strong consolidation of the new features added for this deliverable (Creation
of custom semantic model).
1. Why do we need Semantic model creation:
There is a need for the 5G Era Middleware to perform certain reasoning functions and
inference to either prepare a plan for a robot requesting a high-level task to be completed
or a robot asking for a replan due to unforeseen circumstances. This level of complexity
requires a specific data model representation for an ever-growing data abstracting physical
and virtual resources, semantic entities and most importantly, the relation between them.
The semantic engine acts as a knowledge base for data storage, complex queries and
reasoning.
2. Components of the semantic model engine:
Three modules work together to perform semantic planning:
-Data storage and representation: Redis DB: Redis Graph + Redis Json DB
-Task planner: receives a high-level task and decomposes it into an action sequence
(simpler ordered steps).
-Resource planner: tries to accommodate resources to each element in the action
sequence based on priority, resource consumption etc.
3. How to use the semantic model:
The topology of the 5G Era architecture is defined as a Redis graph which allows the resource
planner module to query for available resources and other metrics such as distance,
computational power etc. Additionally, the graph is also used to represent tasks, linked
actions and currently deployed containers. An example is provided below showcasing the
networks using the tool Redis Insight.

Figure 38:Redis Insight Nodes-relationships

4. Creating a semantic model graph
In this section the semantic graph used in deliverable D2.1 for planning will be recreated
using the Redis API. Figure below is the end result. For a complete demonstration of the
procedure to create the graph, visit appendix section 3.
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Figure 39:5G-ERA Semantic Model using Redis Graph

3.5 Integrated demonstration
This section showcases Middleware end-to-end service creation and management. The
process starts from the robot making resource request and wanting to perform a high-level
task and finishes by termination of the 5G/cloud resources allocated by the Middleware. The
ROS action server interface is deployed in the robot, and the middleware is deployed in the
Edge node of a Kubernetes cluster (K8 Cluster).

Figure 40: Illustration of the Middleware end-to-end service creation and management

The K8 cluster has three separated nodes, namely Edge1 is the MEC node, Robot1 is the robot
node and Cloud1 is the cloud node. The information of each node is listed in the table 11
and illustrated in the Figure 41.
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Table 11:Implementation of the testing cluster
Node

ComputeType

Location

Cloud1

Cloud

London

Edge1

Edge

Cambridge

Robot1

Robot

Cambridge

Figure 41:Kubernetes cluster for the test

Given the 5G-ERA reference NetApp for object detection, the demonstration in the section
consists of three parts 1) Life cycle management of a task using ROS actions interface 2)
corresponding semantic planning and resource placement 3) automated recovery from
fault. We illustrate the details of each part as follows.
Life cycle management of a task using ROS actions interface
This section shows the step-by-step instruction to achieve the life cycle management of the
NetApp and the robot correspondent actions.
Before starting the process, the only requirement is for the robot to be registered manually
by the system admin. This is achieved by calling the API register function.
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Figure 42:Registration of robot to the middleware

1) First, the ROS 5G-ERA package will be compiled in the workspace using the standard
tool defined by ROS 2, Colcon. 3 packages will be compiled: Action Server, Client and
interface. The last one is the custom Action goal defined for the project.

Figure 43:Colcon tool

Figure 44:Action server client Interface

2) The workspace will be sourced for the new packages to be launched.

Figure 45:Package Launched

3) The status of the 5G ERA Middleware will be checked to see if all containers involving
planning and orchestration are up and running. All the entries must be with status 1/1
in the ready column. The deployment of the Middleware will need the gateway,
orchestrator and both planners to be up and running.
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Figure 46:Status of Middleware running

Checking the gateway will also help making sure the deployment of the Middleware is
successful.

Figure 47:Gateway check

4) Launch action client ROS node. Basic information about the state of the action goal
from the state machine will be displayed in the console. The steps follow the
debugging from the initial issuing of the goal, and the acceptance or rejection of the
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action message. Afterwards, the feedback information will be received in an endless
loop until a new goal with the same id and different action reference is received.

Figure 48:Launch Action client ROS node

5) Launch of action server ROS node. The debugging of this node includes basic
information like the server trying to log in into the ocelot gateway, receiving
credentials for further interaction and getting an action plan. If any of these steps
raises an error, the action goal is rejected by the server and the action client will be
informed about this.

Figure 49:Launch of Action Server ROS node
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{
"Id": "726aa5c2-857b-4011-ad50-a97b0c57d438",
"Name": "NetApp Standalone deployment",
"ActionSequence": [
{
"Id": "fe813ad8-0df5-4d03-9872-43b70c95dfaa",
"Name": "move-base",
"ActionFamily": "Machine Learning Image Recognition",
"Order": 1,
"Placement": "Edge_1",
"ActionPriority": "high",
"Services": [
{
"Id": "db7fcc94-3dad-4102-a82f-feb3d814308c",
"Name": "ros-css-deployment",
"ServiceInstanceId": "b2230e8a-7002-4200-94ed-439380470a29",
"ServiceType": "Web-API",
"IsReusable": true,
"DesiredStatus": "running",
"ServiceUrl": null,
"ServiceStatus": "Down",
"Relations": []
}
],
"Relations": []
}

Figure 50:Action sequence plan

6) The action and resource planner will provide the action server with a plan. As it can
be seen in the action client figure above, a plan is received with the complete action
sequence and services. Following is an example of such a plan. It contains the plan
ID and the action sequence with the chosen placement. This task only has one action.
How the action planner works was defined in the deliverable D2.1. However, for
resource planner a demonstration of cloud native implementation of resource
planning is included here.
7) Check that the k8 has created the resources. The last pod is the created resource.
“pod/ros-css-deployment-545584fc86-mzfcx”
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Figure 51:Pod creation

8) As it can be seen after a few seconds, the heartbeat from the NetApp has been
received.

Figure 52:Heartbeat from the deployed NetApp

9) Check that ROS can see the newly created node.
As the new container is part of the K8 cluster network, full visibility to the ROS network is
available, therefore, a listing command of the nodes that are in the network will provide us
the feedback required to check if the experiment worked successfully. Here we can see the
ROS node listed:
/ml_control_services_1009941c_846f_46e0_9674_84d650876b4c
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Figure 53:Node creation

10) Finally, a last action goal can be sent to ask the Middleware to terminate the
resources. As it can be sent in the command, action_reference is –1 to indicate to
completely finish the task.
The command launched to update the task life cycle is a ROS 2 action:
ros2 action send_goal /goal_5g era_5g_action_interfaces/action/Goal5g "{goal_taskid:
"c2a99272-8e84-4ae6-8c3d-1951d0985cdf",action_reference: -1}"

Figure 54:Task Life cycle Update

Now, a final test will be done with a distributed netApp. In this case, multiple containers
should be created as per task requires.
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Figure 55:Containers creation

Also, querying ROS will provide us with the ROS nodes that the container launched.

Figure 56:Containers Launch
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Sematic planning and resource placement
There are two steps in this section. Using the end to end demonstration we show the semantic
model in the Redis Graph is converted into the action and resource plan. And then we show
the resource placement is done by cloud native orchestration.
1) Semantic planning

Figure 57:Semantic Planning in the End-to-End Demonstration

By using the semantic graph, the action sequence is generated and the desired placement
is determined given by the availability of the resources. The feedback screen of the action
server shows the complete plan is generated for the robot who is using the reference NetApp.
2) Resource placement
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In the 5G-ERA cluster, labels are added to the corresponding resources to reflect their
compute type and location. This is shown in the figure below:

Figure 58:Additional Information of the testing nodes

Three tests are carried out in the demo to verify the capability of the resource placement.
In each of the tests, six pods are managed by the orchestrator, their location of the
deployment is determined by resource requirement. Table below shows the requirement
and the placement results:.

Table 12:Capacility of resource placement

Tests

Scenario

Input

Results

1

Random
Placement

Null

6 pods are randomly
placed among the 3 nodes

2

Placed in
Cambridge

nodeSelector:

6 pods are placed in
Cambridge. 3 in Edge and
3 in Robot

Placed in the
Edge

nodeSelector:

3

location: cambridge

computetype: edge
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Figure 59:Left random placement, Right placed in Cambridge

Figure 60:Placed in the Edge 1

Automated recovery from fault
An example of the recovery procedure is demonstrated in the session.
Test:
recreation of the failed pod. A deployed standalone Reference NetApp is used in the test.
We simulate the pod failure by deleting the resource. Figure 61 showcases the removal of
the pod.

Figure 61: Simulated pod failure

As shown in Figure 62, the old pod that has been deleted switched to the status of
"Terminating". At the same time, a new instance is scheduled for creation to compensate for
the loss of the resources. As shown in the picture, the new pod which has the status
"ContainerCreating" will replace the old pod for service.
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Figure 62: Automatic pod recreation

Combine the heartbeat protocol and the recovery procedures of the Middleware with the
cloud native implementation of the NetApp; vertical level orchestration can reduce the
complexity of the NetApp management significantly.
Conclusions:
Table 13:Middleware integration, solutions, tests and results

Middleware
integration
principles

Solutions

Tests /
Demonstra
tion

Result

Orchestration
of the
NetApps

Vertical
orchestrati
on

End-to-end
demo

The standalone NetApp has been
successfully deployed with the simulated
request from the robot, using the Action
Client and the Action Server

Loading
semantic
relationship
into
Middleware

Standard
API for
creating
planning
Graphic

Transfer
Json input
into
planning
graph

Action sequence and resource placement
are generated successfully using the
semantic graph.

&
End-to-end
demo
Life cycle
ROS
management action
server and
status

End-to-end
demo

During the work of the robot, the Action
Server receives the requests to start the
NetApps. The NetApp is deployed and
when the robot finishes its work, it informs
the Middleware to remove the resources by
using the Orchestrator.

Fault
Heartbeat
management

Heartbeat
example

When the standalone NetApp is deployed,
it sends the Heartbeat to the Middleware at
regular intervals. More details in 5G-ERA
deliverable 4.3.
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4 Middleware Verification
4.1 Testing environment preparation
This section shows the working procedure with all the instructions on how to configure the
testing environment for running and testing the 5G-ERA Middleware. It provides a brief
description of the role of the Middleware in the 5G-ERA and specifies all the detailed
instructions on how to install and configure the testing environment. It also has the required
files for the configuration of the Kubernetes cluster to accommodate the functionality
needed by the Middleware. The purpose is to show that our API is accessible, that containers
are deployed via REST request, and how to login to the Middleware and testing scenarios.
This section covers all the steps needed for the preparation of the testing environment.
This section presents detailed steps needed for the preparation of the testing environment. It
explains the installation and configuration process of the Middleware.
The testing environment is based on the Microk8s, the minimal Kubernetes installation. It
assumes the use of the Ubuntu 20.04 operating system. For other Linux distributions or other
operating systems, the instructions may vary, so check the official guides for installing the
respective software.
Recommended hardware:
Processor:

8 logical cores or above.

Ram:

16GB or above.

Storage:

100GB free space.

Docker Engine installation
The first step is to install Docker Engine. Docker Engine is used for the verification of the
credentials and pulling the containers from the private AWS registry that Middleware uses.
To install the Docker Engine, refer to Docker's official website on how to install it on the Ubuntu
distro.
For easier access to the Docker CLI execute the post-installation steps.
AWS CLI installation
After the installation of the Docker, the AWS CLI must be installed. It is used to authenticate
the computer and the Docker client for access to the private container registries.
To install the AWS CLI, follow the official guide on the installation process.
After finishing the installation process of AWS CLI it is time to configure the AWS CLI with the
IAM account that has access to the services needed to run the Middleware.
Use the following command to configure the AWS CLI:
$ aws configure
During the execution of the command supply the AWS Access Key ID and AWS Secret Access
Key and the default region to be used. The required container registry is in the eu-west-1
region. You can also specify the default output format for the CLI. The example is shown in
the Figure below.
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Figure 63:AWS Configure command example

Authenticate docker with AWS credentials
After the Docker and the AWS CLI are installed, use the following command to authenticate
your device against the AWS cloud.
$ aws ecr get-login-password --region eu-west-1 | docker login --username AWS --passwordstdin 394603622351.dkr.ecr.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com
After executing this command, you should be able to pull the images from the private AWS
registry. It can be verified using the following command:
$ sudo docker pull 394603622351.dkr.ecr.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/5g-era-redis
This will download the 5g-era-redis image that hosts the Redis cache.
Note that the token obtained using the aws ecr get-login-password will expire after a few
hours and re-running the command will be necessary, as Microk8s does not provide support
for the credential-helpers. In case when errors occur during the logging into the ecr, the
deletion of the .docker/config.json file usually helps.
Install kubectl
The kubectl is the command-line tool that allows communication and management of the
Kubernetes cluster. To install it use the preferred way on the official guide.
Install Microk8s
Microk8s is the minimal Kubernetes installation that can be used on the local computer. It will
be used to run the Middleware. Install it with the command:
$ sudo snap install microk8s --classic
$ sudo usermod -a -G microk8s $USER
$ sudo chown -f -R $USER ~/.kube
After the installation is finished, copy the configuration file of the Microk8s to the .kube/config
file so the kubectl command can communicate with the newly installed cluster.
$ microk8s config > ~/.kube/config
Afterwards, validate the connection to the cluster with the command
$ kubectl get all -n kube-system
Afterwards, the additional modules for the microk8s must be installed:
$ sudo microk8s enable dns multus
$ sudo microk8s enable ingress metallb
It enables the DNS on the cluster as well as the Load Balancer and Multus network card.
During the installation, the program will ask for the range of the IP addresses for the Load
Balancer. Provide desired range, it can be a default one.
Configure Microk8s access to Docker credentials
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After the successful installation of the Microk8s, it must be configured for access to the private
AWS Registry. For this, the Microk8s must be stopped.
$ microk8s stop
In the next step create the link to the Docker credentials for the Microk8s:
$ sudo ln -s ~/.docker/config.json \
/var/snap/microk8s/common/var/lib/kubelet/
Next, start the Microk8s
$ microk8s start
Afterwards, Microk8s is operational and can clone the images from the private repositories.
Microk8s cluster configuration
After the Microk8s is installed and the kubectl command has access to the cluster, it is time
to configure the cluster so the Middleware can be deployed and function correctly inside of
it.
For this purpose, the Service Account with the correct permissions is needed. The Service
Account will give the necessary permissions for the Middleware access to the Kubernetes API
and to manage the resources as a part of its functionality. Additionally, the Multus extension
has to be configured to enable the additional Network Interface Card on the pods that
require communication through ROS protocols.
Multus configuration
The Multus configuration files are provided in the Appendix 1. The multus_config.yaml has to
be adjusted to reflect the real state of the network configuration in the testing environment.
A few properties in the file must be changed.
● spec -> config -> master – has to be set with the real name of the NIC with access to
the internet in the testing environment. Could be retrieved by using the ifconfig
command. The example values are: “eth0”, “enp0s3”.
● spec -> config -> ipam -> ranges – the ranges of the IP addresses must be updated to
reflect the real subnet of the NIC selected in the previous point. The ranges will specify
how many pods will be able to use this network.
The file in the appendix has to be treated as an example and has to be modified to reflect
the testing environment network configuration.
To apply the prepared file use the following command:
$ kubectl apply -f multus_config.yaml
Middleware namespace
As the whole Middleware operates in the middleware k8s namespace, it is required to create
it before the launch of the service. To do so, use the command:
$ kubectl create namespace middleware
The files required for the execution of the cluster configuration are provided in Appendix 1.
Create the Service Account with the following command:
$ kubectl apply -f orchestrator_service_account.yaml
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The next step is to create the Cluster Role, which specifies the permissions needed for the
proper functioning of the Middleware. Cluster Role specifies the permissions to get, watch,
list, create and delete resources in the Middleware namespace. It affects the pods, services,
deployments, namespaces, and replica sets in the cluster. To apply for the Cluster Role, use
the following command:
$ kubectl apply -f orchestrator_cluster_role.yaml
The last step to configuring the Kubernetes cluster is to bind the Cluster Role to the Service
Account. For this the Cluster Role Binding is necessary. To create it, use the following
command:
$ kubectl apply -f orchestrator_cluster_role_binding.yaml

4.2 Middleware deployment
The last step is to prepare the deployment script for the Middleware. In the
orchestrator_deployment.yaml file there are environment variables that must be set for the
correct work of the Orchestrator. The needed variables are:
1. AWS_IMAGE_REGISTRY – contains the address of the registry in which the Middleware
images are stored
2. REDIS_HOSTNAME – hostname of the REDIS server that has the Middleware data
3. REDIS_PORT – port on which REDIS operates
4. REDIS_INTERFACE_ADDRESS – address on which the API client for the REDIS in the
Middleware operates. Defaults to http://redis-interface-api
After all the values are set, the Middleware can be deployed. Start with the deployment of
the service for the Orchestrator:
$ kubectl apply -n middleware -f orchestrator_service.yaml
Afterwards, deploy the Orchestrator Deployment:
$ kubectl apply -n middleware -f orchestrator_deployment.yaml
The containers will be downloaded, and the Orchestrator will deploy the rest of the
Middleware deployments and services required to function correctly.
Verification of Middleware Deployment
To check and monitor the status of the deployment of the Middleware services use the
following command
$ watch -c kubectl get all -n middleware
It will monitor the status of all the services deployed in the Middleware namespace. The
following objects should be deployed:
5. Orchestrator
6. Redis interface
7. Gateway
8. Task planner
9. Resource planner
Each of these services is represented by the pod, service, deployment and replica set in the
Kubernetes environment. With the deployment of the Orchestrator, the other services are
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deployed automatically. The process of their deployment may take a while depending on
the internet connection that machine has. If only the Orchestrator is visible with the status of
the pod as Container Creating, it needs additional time to download the application. After
the deployment of the Orchestrator, soon the other components should begin their
deployment. The result should look like the one presented in Figure 4 - Deployed Middleware.

Figure 64:Deployed Middleware

If there are errors during the deployment of the Orchestrator, then check if you correctly
configured access to the AWS registry.
In case there are any errors during the deployment of the Gateway and Redis interface,
check if the firewall does not block access to the Redis server.
After the deployment is complete the gateway should be accessible through the IP address
specified in the EXTERNAL-PI column. In case the IP address is not working use the following
command to redirect the traffic from the specified port on the localhost to the gateway:
$ kubectl port-forward -n middleware service/gateway 5000:80
This command will port forward the traffic from port 5000 to port 80 in the service. The
Middleware will be now accessible under the following address:
http://Gateway:5000
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4.3 Network Integration of the middleware with
robots
The section shows the potential of Middleware network integration with DDS (Distributed
Data Service).
DDS is a flexible approach to control the network traffic of the autonomous robots. The main
advantages of the DDS are:
1. Separates the physical connection from the logical connection in the robot
applications. Robots connect between each other through logical DDS discovery
servers rather than physical endpoints. Therefore, the physical connection can be
modified dynamically during an operation.
2. Multiple logical DDS discovery servers are supported at the same time by the ROS.
Each of them can be bound to specific physical slices. They can be substituted at run
time as a provision of the dynamic slicing.
In essence, DDS allows the Middleware to link the vertical applications and slices of the
testbeds dynamically. To demonstrate the capability of a DDS, two demos are provided in
the section. Demo 1 shows the DDS working in a single cluster. Demo 2 shows the DDS
functioning as a multi-cluster.
Demo A: Single cluster DDS Demo – docker:
* The code to reproduce this example is accessible via Git at: https://github.com/5GERA/middleware/tree/main/docs/DDS
Given a Publisher Node, a Subscriber node and a DDS server as 3 docker containers.
1) Launch Fast DDS discovery server container.
docker-compose -f docker-compose-ros2-dds.yaml up --build -d

Figure 65:DDS server container Launch

This discovery server has a ROS_Domian_ID = 0, and is running under default port (11811)
2) Launch Listener and speaker containers.
docker-compose -f docker-compose-ros2-talker.yaml docker-compose-ros2listener.yaml logs –f
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Figure 66:Listener and speaker containers launch

It is important to note that both container listener and speaker need to have configured the
IP and ROS_Domain_ID of the discovery server. This is done by using the command:
export ROS_DISCOVERY_SERVER=127.0.0.1:11811

Figure 67:Testing Environment Topology

Demo B: Multi-cluster DDS Demo:
DDS server broadcasts UDP packages in the network to be discovered. This is blocked by the
gateway in multi-subnets or multi-cluster scenarios. Hence publisher/subscriber work only in
the same subnet. This can be resolved by enabling the multicast feature of the router. It
transfers the UDP messages broadcasted among subnets to extend the reachability of the
DDS server.
Testing Environment Topology
A single Kubernetes cluster is deployed into multi-subnets. The master node is A (named
ROS1), nodeB is named ROS2. They are deployed in separate subnets A and B respectively.
Pod L is located in the node A. It runs the listener and the DDS server. Pod T is located in the
node B. It runs the talker.
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Test:
Deployment. Pod L is deployed in node A (ros1) of the subnet A. Pod T is deployed in node B
(ros2) of subnet B.

Figure 68: Pods under Deployment

Runs the DDS Server in Pod L (10.1.2.59)
fastdds discovery --server-id 0

Figure 69:DDS server Pod

Set the DDS property and run the talker in pod T (10.1.60.122):

Figure 70:DDS Discovery server

Set the DDS property and run the listener:

Figure 71:Connected through the DDS
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Conclusion
In both demos, the listener heard the taker through the DDS discovery server. DDS discovery
servers can be used by the NetApps to retrieve slices for its corresponding connection
dynamically.

4.4 Initial integration with OSM and testbeds
For the Middleware to communicate with the OSM’s Northbound Interface (NBI), a simple
Network Service (NS) has been deployed in OSM using a “dummy” Virtual Network Function
(VNF) for testing and demo purposes. The respective NS and VNF descriptors can be
uploaded in OSM as .yaml or .json files, using 3 supported methods: a) the Graphical User
Interface, b) the Command Line Interface or c) the North Bound Application Programming
Interface. For the implementation of automated mechanisms that will manage the
communication between Middleware and OSM, simplified requests to the OSM’s NB API
were developed and are showcased in this section. These requests handle the procedures
of viewing and modifying NS and VNF descriptors, as well as creating, instantiating,
terminating and deleting a Network Service.
The NS and VNF described above can be shown in the following descriptors through the
OSM’s GUI:

Figure 72:Virtual Network Function descriptor view from OSM GUI

Figure 73:Network Service descriptor view from OSM GUI

These descriptors can be also viewed using the OSM’s CLI:
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Figure 74:Virtual Network Function descriptor view from OSM CLI

Figure 75:Network Service descriptor view from OSM CLI

Using the OSM’s NB API, the descriptors can be edited from an external entity that has
network access to the OSM:
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Figure 76:Execution of API tool to modify a VNF descriptor

The testing service is instantiated using the OSM’s NB API, by providing the required fields:

Figure 77:Configuration of API tool to create a Network Service

When the above function is executed, the API returns the following success response:

Figure 78:Successful Network Service instantiation (API response)

And the instantiated service can be viewed in the OSM’ GUI:

Figure 79:Successful Network Service instantiation (GUI)

The above tools were developed based on the OSM NB API endpoints, as shown below:
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Figure 80:OSM NB API endpoints to manage a VNF package (Swagger)

Figure 81:OSM NB API endpoints to manage a NS package (Swagger)

The experimental facilities of the 5G-ERA project include a testbed in Athens. Multiple slices
will be available and for that reason a slice selection mechanism was designed.
Network slicing is discussed in greater detail by [MGMN], which attempts to refine the
concept and establish a common terminology. To support network slices with mission critical
services on the same infrastructure, the isolation must be provided with high assurance.
Service-specific security/assurance requirements can be confined to a single slice, and a
potential cyber-attack may be limited to a single slice. Furthermore, the independent
management and orchestration of segments will be needed. A network slice consists of a
collection of logical network functions intended to support the communication service
requirements of specific use case(s)[3GPP]. On the basis of subscription or terminal type, it
shall be possible to direct terminals to selected slices, in order to satisfy operator or user needs.
In principle, network slicing targets a partition of the core network, but the radio-access
network (RAN) may also need to support multiple slices.
More specifically, there will be multiple profiles preconfigured in the packet core. These
profiles contain provisioning information about the users, the access and session
management data, the network slices etc. Even though the user profiles are not the same
as slices, for the mechanism that is designed each user profile will be mapped to a specific
slice:
user profile (1) = slice profile (1)
user profile (2) = slice profile (2)
user profile (3) = slice profile (3)
Therefore, according to the above implementation, it is ensured that the reference to a
specific user profile coincides with the reference to a specific slice.
In order to request and select a specific slice, 5G-ERA orchestrator will be integrated with the
packet core. The orchestrator will retrieve the information from the resource planer for the list
of the slices that are pre-configured in the packet core and the network characteristics of
each slice. For example, the information that slice profile (1) offers A Mbps throughput, slice
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profile (2) offers B Mbps throughput and slice profile (3) offers C Mbps will be included in the
orchestrator’s configuration.
Orchestrator will send a request to the packet core to be informed about the available user
profiles and the packet core will respond with the list of user profiles. The orchestrator will then
match the user profiles with the slices network characteristics, analyze the user requirements
it has received from the UE and ask the packet core for the specific user profile that serves
the service offered by the UE.
The mechanism of slice selection is presented in Figure 82.

Figure 82 5G-ERA Athens slice selection mechanism

As detailed in table 4 of the section 1.1, further integration of the testbed and the network
slicing is under active development. It is a key focus of the 5G-ERA work package 5 to be
reported in project M24.

4.5 Evaluation
As mentioned in 5G-ERA deliverable D1.2 and highlighted in section 1 of this document, the
improvement of the 5G-ERA Middleware is mainly achieved through Optimised NSD, VNFD,
and MECAppD based on 5G-ERA intent-based networking, Cloud-Native Network function
which simplifies the onboarding processes and service creation. 5G-ERA Redis Backend
provides automated synchronisation and data consistency, Semantic reasoning for
improved efficiency in resources instantiation, Improved placement of the resources utilising
Services on Edge, significantly reduced overhead due to cloud native network functions.
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Software system described in the section 4.1 - 4.4 is deployed in the following 5G-ERA use
case for testing.

Figure 83: 5G-ERA Use-Case in WP4

Detailed configuration of the testing system can be found from the table below, they are
deployed in the 5G-ERA Robot/Edge/Cloud cluster detailed in chapter 3.:
Table 14:Testing system Configuration

Robot
Operation System

●

Linux (Ubuntu 18.04/20.04)

Robot
environment
version

control
and

●
●

ROS1 melodic
ROS1/2 Bridge

onboard

●
●
●

Object detection
Localisation and 2D mapping
Human sensing

Existing
Features

To be enhanced by Feature name
5G-ERA
Object detection

Expectation
Improve the power efficiency of the
robot by offloading the resources to the
cloud and edge on demand

Human sensing

Localisation
mapping

and

2D Improve the size and quality of the
mappable area

Modem

SIMCOM SIM8200EA – Mounted on the robot

5G Connection

NSA

Non-Standalone (NSA) via Commercial
5G

SA

Athen Testbed
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Barcelona Testbed
The element of 5G
communication

●
●

Between Robot<->Cloud
Among Robot<->Edge<->Cloud

Selection
Modem

5G

●

SIMCOM SIM8200EA – Mounted on the robot

5G

●
●

Non-Standalone (NSA) via Commercial 5G
Standalone (SA) via project 5G Testbed

●

Switch between 4G and 5G pre-slicing (Commercial sim)
or
Static eMBB from project 5G Testbed

of

Selection
of
Testbed/Wireless
Access
Slices

●
Scenario Description

Object detection and human sensing are offloaded from the
robot to the cloud to save the onboard computational power
The robot relies on the cloud-based simulation as a digital twin for
task planning

The verification is divided into two stages. First, the Middleware and the NetApps are tested
under a simulated environment. Figure 84 shows the reference NetApp sensing human under
a Kubernetes cluster. This is part of the 5G-ERA Brno integration meeting between 13-14 June
2022.

Figure 84: 5G-ERA Reference NetApp in Operation (Brno Meeting)
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The evaluation result is summarised in the table 15 below:
Table 15:5G-ERA Brno Integration Meeting June results

Middleware
verification

Solutions

Tests /
Demonstration

Result

Reduce the
complexity of the
service creation
through simplified
onboarding process

Simplified
onboarding
process achieved
via

1) The Middleware
deploys itself
automatically with
the first service and
deploys the
NetApps on
demand

Simplified the
onboarding process
compared to the
OSM. Fewer API calls
are needed which
results in the quicker
provision of the
resources

1) automatic
Middleware
deployment
2) introducing
vertical level of the
lifecycle
management and
vertical level fault
management.
5G-ERA will
reduce the
complexity of the
on-boarding
process, and
simplify the NSD,
VNFD in the OSM.

2) The
demonstration of
the vertical level
lifecycle
management and
vertical level fault
management

Portability and
scalability of the
Middleware

Middleware is
created as a set of
stateless
microservices
supported by Redis
Backend

In chapter 2.4 the
Middleware has
been scaled to
simulate the
Middleware working
in multiple locations

The Middleware has
been successfully
scaled to allow the
increased usage of
the system. Also, the
portability is shown as
the Middleware can
be easily deployed in
the multiple various
locations

Transparency and
the repeatability of
the 5G-ERA
approach towards
multiple NetApps
with significantly
different demands

Virtualizing the
testbeds and
network resources
using cloud native
design.

As an interim report,
two distinguish
NetApps are
deployed by the
5G-ERA Middleware

As shown in figure
1.1, Resource layer
network on
Kubernetes
decoupling the
vertical NetAPPs

Presented in the
D4.3 2 approaches
to deploy the
NetApps
(standalone and
distributed variants)

The flexibility of
building NetApps is
kept. The Middleware
can deploy both
standalone and the
distributed variants of
the NetApp.
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from the network
testbeds enhances
the transparency
and the
repeatability of the
5G-ERA approach
in different
configurations.

Healthcare, Delivery
and Manufacturing
will be provided in the
final version of the
Middleware report.

As a result of the successful validation, 5G-ERA Middleware, and reference NetApps are
released publicly in the GitHub after the meeting. In the 2nd stage, the 5G-ERA system will
be deployed to real robots and testbed for further validation in the Valencia integration
meeting scheduled between 12-14 Sep. The result will be released in the GitHub and Project
Wiki and reported in the coming deliverable.

5 Middleware Training and Dissemination
5.1 Training materials and workshops
Table 16:Training Materials and workshop links

Organisation Partner

Youtube_Link

Workshop_Link

PPT_Link

BUT

Part_1,
Part_2, BUT_Workshop
Part_3,
Part_4,
Part_5, Part_6, Part_7

Presentation

BED

Part_1,
Part_3,
Part_5,
Part_7,
Part_9

Part_2, BED_Workshop
Part_4,
Part_6,
Part_8,

Presentation

ROBOTNIK

Part_1,
Part_3,
Part_5,
Part_7,

Part_2, ROBOTNIK_Workshop
Part_4,
Part_6,
Part_8

Presentation

To support the Middleware development, three workshops on reference NetApp development, cloud
native middleware development and cloud-based robot simulation have been organised by the work
package for training and dissemination. Video links and training contents are summarised in the table
above.

5.2 GitHub repository and documentation
The detailed documentation and the source code is present in the public 5G-ERA Github
Repository. 5G-ERA Github repository and documentation contains the Middleware system
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in the 5G-ERA project. This repository further provides detailed description of workflows, code,
operators, simulation environment, pre-configured testing environment, etc, shown in below
figure below. Documentation provided in the repository has the descriptions of how to set up
development environment configuration, API definition, orchestrator as well as end to end
demonstration.

Figure 85:Middleware Github Repository

The traffic of the github repository is also shown in the below figures. It is mainly accessed by
NetApp developers of the consortiums.

Figure 86:Clone history of the repository
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Figure 87:Visitor counts of the 5G-ERA middleware

Figure 88:API Specification in GitHub

6 Conclusion and Future Works
This document presents the initial public release of the 5G-ERA Middleware, as well as the
philosophy behind the Middleware development. The focus is on the demonstration of the
standardised API for NetApp's developers. And the simplified accessibility of the OSM and
5G testbed through the Middleware. To assist NetApp's developers on building their NetApps,
detailed usage examples are provided on accessing vertical level lifecycle and event
management, orchestration with cloud native framework; deployment of the Middleware
and generating semantic models. Some early verifications have also been provided in the
document.
As an interim report, there is still room to improve the Middleware which requires further work.
They are listed in the following table for future reference.
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Table 17:Schedule to further improve the 5G-ERA Middleware in the second period of WP4

Current Limitation

Future Work

Project Schedule

Limited validation with
NetApps

Validating the Middleware with more
NetApps for autonomous robots on PPDR,
Healthcare,
Transport
and
Manufacturing.

In WP6, WP7 and
WP8 by Month 41

Not validated in real
testbeds

Validating the Middleware with full 5GTestbeds

In WP5 by Month 24

Limited multiple slices
and dynamic slicing
support

Further test on resource planner and DDS
for multiple and dynamic slicing support

In WP4 by Month 24

Limited
Support

Version

Recompile Action Server to support more
ROS versions

In WP4 by Month 24

Poor
usability
in
importing
customised
semantic models

GUI for editing Json files before importing

In WP4 by month 30

Do
not
support
BareMetal and noncloud
native
applications

Wrapper service to mimic the BareMetal
and non-cloud native applications

In WP8 for supporting
HoloLen Apps by
Month 41

Limited
tests
planning with QoE

on

Integrating the machine learning tools
with the 5G testbeds

In WP5 by Month 24

Limited
support
certification

on

Transform the gateway from Http to Https

In WP4 by Month 21

ROS

Overall, the 5G-ERA Middleware has been shaped up and initially validated under simulated
environments. It will be further developed in the work package 4 to fulfil the project objective.
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Appendix 1 Middleware testing environment
configuration files
multus_config.yaml
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
name: ros-network
spec:
config: '{
"cniVersion": "0.3.0",
"name": "ros-network",
"type": "macvlan",
"master": "eth0",
"mode": "bridge",
"isDefaultgateway": true,
"ipam": {
"type": "host-local",
"ranges": [
[{
"subnet": "172.31.255.0/20",
"rangeStart": "172.31.255.220",
"rangeEnd": "172.31.255.254",
"gateway": "172.31.255.1"
}]
]
}
}'
orchestrator_service_account.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: ServiceAccount
metadata:
name: orchestrator
namespace: middleware
automountServiceAccountToken: false
orchestrator_cluster_role.yaml
kind: ClusterRole
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
metadata:
namespace: middleware # not used as the ClusterRole is cluster wide
name: orchestrator
rules:
- apiGroups: [""]
resources: ["pods", "services", "deployments", "namespaces", "replicaSets"]
verbs: ["get", "watch", "list", "create"]
orchestrator_cluster_role_binding.yaml
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apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
metadata:
name: orchestrator
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
# Reference to ServiceAccount kind's `metadata.name`
name: orchestrator
# Reference to ServiceAccount kind's `metadata.namespace`
namespace: middleware
roleRef:
kind: ClusterRole
name: orchestrator
apiGroup: rbac.authoriza
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Appendix 2 API Endpoints for accessing
semantic models
Table 18:Endpoints for accessing semantic models

Method

Endpoint Path

Use Case

GET
POST
GET
PATCH

Data/Action
Data/Action
Data/Action/{id}
Data/Action/{id}

DELETE

Data/Action/{id}

POST
GET
GET
GET
POST
GET
DELETE
PUT

Data/Action/AddRelation
Data/Action/relation/{name}
Data/Action/relations/{firstName}/{second
Name}
Data/Action/plan
Data/Action/plan
Data/Action/plan/{id}
Data/Action/plan/{id}
Data/Action/plan/{id}

Get all the Action entities.
Add a new Action entity.
Get an Action entity by id.
Partially update an existing Action
entity.
Delete an Action entity for the
given id.
Create a new relation
Get relation by name
Get multiple relations by names

GET
POST
GET
PATCH
DELETE

Data/Cloud
Data/Cloud
Data/Cloud/{id}
Data/Cloud/{id}
Data/Cloud/{id}

POST
GET
GET
GET

Data/Cloud/AddRelation
Data/Cloud/relation/{name}
Data/Cloud/relations/{firstName}/{secondN
ame}
Data/ContainerImage

POST

Data/ContainerImage

GET

Data/ContainerImage/{id}

PATCH

Data/ContainerImage/{id}

DELETE
POST
GET

Data/ContainerImage/{id}
Data/ContainerImage/AddRelation
Data/ContainerImage/relation/{name}
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Get all the plans
Create a new plan
Get plan by id
Delete plan by id
Update an existing plan
Get all the Cloud entities.
Add a new Cloud entity.
Get a Cloud entity by id.
Partially update a cloud entity
Delete a Cloud entity for the
given id.
Create a new relation
Get relation by name
Get multiple relations by names
Get all the ContainerImage
entities.
Add a new ContainerImage
entity.
Get a ContainerImage entity by
id.
Partially
update
a
ContainerImage entity.
Delete a ContainerImage entity.
Create a new relation
Get relation by name
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GET

Get multiple relations by names

GET

Data/ContainerImage/relations/{firstName}
/{secondName}
Data/ContainerImage/instance/{id}

GET
POST
GET
DELETE

Data/Edge
Data/Edge
Data/Edge/{id}
Data/Edge/{id}

POST
GET
GET

Data/Edge/AddRelation
Data/Edge/relation/{name}
Data/Edge/relations/{firstName}/{secondN
ame}
Data/Instance
Data /Instance
Data /Instance/{id}
Data /Instance/{id}

Get all the Edge entities.
Add a new Edge entity.
Get an Edge entity by id.
Delete an Edge entity for the
given id.
Create a new relation
Get relation by name
Get multiple relations by names

GET
POST
GET
PATCH
DELETE
POST
GET
GET
GET
PATCH
GET
GET

Data /Instance/{id}
Data/Instance/AddRelation
Data/Instance/relation/{name}
Data/Instance/relations/{firstName}/{secon
dName}
Data/Policy/{id}
Data/Policy/{id}
Data/Policy
Data/Policy/current

GET
POST
GET
PATCH
DELETE

Data/Robot
Data/Robot
Data/Robot/{id}
Data/Robot/{id}
Data/Robot/{id}

POST
GET
GET

Data/Robot/AddRelation
Data/Robot/relation/{name}
Data/Robot/relations/{firstName}/{secondN
ame}
Data/Task
Data/Task
Data/Task/{id}
Data/Task/{id}
Data/Task/{id}

GET
POST
GET
PATCH
DELETE
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Get
the
ContainerImage
associated with an Instance

Get all the Instance entities.
Add a new Instance entity.
Get an Instance entity by id.
Partially update an Instance
entity.
Delete an Instance entity.
Create a new relation
Get relation by name
Get multiple relations by names
Get a Policy entity by id.
Partially update a Policy entity
Get all the Policy entities.
Get active policies.
Get all the Robot entities.
Add a new Robot entity.
Get a Robot entity by id.
Partially update a Robot entity
Delete a Robot entity for the
given id.
Create a new relation
Get relation by name
Get multiple relations by names
Get all the Task entities.
Add a new Task entity.
Get a Task entity by id.
Partially update a Task entity
Delete a Task entity for the given
id.
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POST
GET
GET
POST

Data/Task/AddRelation
Data/Task/relation/{name}
Data/Task/relations/{firstName}/{secondNa
me}
Data/Task/ImportTask
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Create a new relation
Get relation by name
Get multiple relations by names
Imports the complete task
definition for the user to
incorporate services to be used in
the Middleware.
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Appendix 3 Semantic model construction
1 First, the system administrator will have to create the resource topology by representing in the graph
all edge and cloud machines. To load a basic cloud entity, these attributes are specified.

Figure 89:cloud_1 creation
Same process for an edge applies here. After the cloud and edge resource topology has been
loaded, the semantic knowledge of tasks and actions will be imported. This can be done by either
system administrator or robot netapp developer.
2 Creation of task model with linked actions, instance and services:

Figure 90: Create task model
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Let’s recall that a 5G ERA task consists of multiple actions ordered that represent a lower level of
abstraction in the overall task. The task is a high-level entity that needs to be decomposed into smaller
simpler parts named actions. This template showcases a task with a single action. The ordered actions
generate an action sequence needed to accomplish the task.
The graph generated looks like this, a task is created with its compulsory features. The action
sequence is created alongside the definition of what services and instances will have to be
deployed.

Figure 91: Graph generate
3 Adding a robot entity
When the system admin first registers a new robot, a Robot node will have to be created and specify
the connectivity to the edge and cloud resources.
The robot entity is created with this basicconfiguration and information.

Figure 92: Robot entity
Now the connectivity relationships can be generated. This example showcases that the robot has
connectivity to a particular Cloud node.
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Figure 93:Relationships generate
Additionally, when the robot informs the middleware that it wants to perform a certain task, a new
relationship between the robot node and the task will be created with value: “owns”. This is done
with the following call:

Figure 94:Relationship generate 'owns'
The graph for planning is now ready to use. The result is as follows:

Figure 95:Graph planning
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4 Updating the graph after resources start being consumed by the robot.
Now the resource planner can decide upon the placement for the resources and update this very
graph model to inform the semantic graph that some edge or cloud is doing an action, part of a
task, owned by a robot. This is achieved by creating the “located at” relationship between instance
and edge/cloud.

Figure 96: Relationship 'Located at'
The final graph is now complete; however, it is the task of the middleware to keep on updating this
knowledge graph based on the situation, number of robots, resources available etc.

Figure 97:Created semantic graph model
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Appendix 4 ROS action message definition
Table 19:Definition of ROS Action Goal
string goal_taskid

Request --> defines the parent task

int32 action_reference

Request --> defines the order of the
action

string result

Result --> defines result

string feedback_resources_status

Feedback --> defines the status of cloud
resources

string[] action_sequence

Feedback --> a complete list of actions
in order

The message type for ROS Action Interface is listed in the table for reference.
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